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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Need for Ixia Test Packs Developed by NSS Labs 

Ixia test packs, developed with NSS Labs, combine the testing expertise of two of the largest security and network 

testing companies in the industry. Use of these test packs provides four distinct advantages: 

● Industry Standard Testing – Because test packs are based on the same methodology used by NSS in evaluating 

products from vendors across the industry, you are assured that you are testing on a level playing field. This 

allows you to determine precisely how your equipment performs not only against previous versions, but also 

across the rest of the industry. The result is improved decision making during evaluation and capacity 

planning. 

● Repeatability – The use of test packs ensures that tests are run in an identical manner during each test 

iteration. All changes made to the device under test (DUT) can be validated against previous results, and can 

be compared to NSS’ own group tests. This eliminates uncertainty around whether problems have been 

resolved, and results in fewer variables to troubleshoot in the event of a questionable test. In addition, 

because the tests are locked to prevent inadvertent tampering, you can be confident no changes have 

occurred between test iterations. 

● Reduced Test Development Time – The use of test packs allows you to focus on the testing, not the test 

development. Not only is test development eliminated, it is no longer necessary to validate, refine, recode or 

retest against known situations. This can be a dramatic time savings in some instances. 

● Opportunity for Education – The test packs are set up to provide learning opportunities for both junior and 

senior testing staff, enabling cross training opportunities for testing staff more accustomed to singularly 

traditional network stress testing and capacity planning. 

1.2 About This Test Pack 

Performance and long-term stability are critical for an in-line device such as an IPS, as failure can produce network 

outages or place assets under risk.  

The goal of this document is to enable an understanding of how to properly utilize Ixia BreakingPoint traffic 

generation tools in combination with the IPS Test Pack in order to effectively facilitate stress, bandwidth, and 

network performance testing of an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) within a security context. An IPS is required 

to remain operational and stable throughout these tests and to block 100% of any malicious traffic presented while 

not falsely alerting on legitimate traffic (also known as false positives). 

This test pack combines the deep expertise of NSS Labs security engineers with the industry’s most robust testing 

hardware and software from Ixia to provide the most comprehensive and rigorous IPS test available today. This 

test pack has been created to assist network and security professionals when configuring and managing IPSes.  

The tests provided within this test pack are based on an actual NSS Lab Intrusion Prevention System Test 

Methodology. The specific Intrusion Prevention System test methodology version is listed on the front page of this 

report and in Appendix B: About This TestError! Reference source not found.. To aid in scoring and recording 

results for this test methodology version, a detailed product scorecard is included in Appendix C: Combined 

Scorecard. 
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This test pack is designed for use with a specific Ixia PerfectStorm and Ixia BreakingPoint software version. The 

versions are listed both on the front page of this report and in Appendix B: About This Test. Use with any deviation 

from the combination referenced within this report may lead to results that vary from what is documented within 

this test pack. 

1.3 Additional Help and Documentation 

This test pack documentation is intended to assist users when running the specific Ixia Test Pack – Intrusion 

Prevention System tests. Inline documentation is available for help with specific BreakingPoint environment needs. 

This documentation can be accessed as needed by selecting the “Help” icon or the “Help” menu at the top of the 

main BreakingPoint user interface (select “Documentation” and then “BPS Control Center”). See Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – Accessing BreakingPoint Help 

Figure 2 illustrates BreakingPoint guides and documentation options. For further details, reference the 

BreakingPoint documentation. 
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Figure 2 – BreakingPoint 3.4 Help Menu 

1.4 Document Assumptions 

It is assumed that the test engineer has a moderate-to-intermediate level of understanding of the use of an Ixia 

BreakingPoint and PerfectStorm appliance. It is also assumed the test engineer has a basic-to-moderate 

understanding of IPS configuration and usage. 

It is beyond the scope of this document to outline all steps required to implement the test. Please contact the 

appropriate sales team for additional insight if needed. 
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2 Test Pack Licensing 
In order to import and run this Ixia Test Pack, you must first obtain the appropriate license file from the Ixia sales 

representative. The license files are configured for your specific device and the license number is tied to the 

specific PerfectStorm blade from which the test pack will be run. This license will be required when the test pack is 

loaded onto the selected device. If you have any questions about the license feature, contact the Ixia support 

representative. For information about using the BreakingPoint application, see the Ixia PerfectStorm Fusion User 

Guide. 

To import the BreakingPoint license, perform the following steps: 

1. On the BreakingPoint home screen, select Control Center > Administration > Licensing. 

The Licenses dialog box opens. 

 

2. Click Import License. 
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The BreakingPoint application displays the Upload License File screen. 

 

3. Click Choose File, then browse to the location of the .lic file for the test pack. 

4. Select the file name and click Upload. 

BreakingPoint briefly displays a message stating that the license file successfully uploaded, and the new 

license is visible in the Licenses dialog box. 
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3 Using the Test Pack 

3.1 Scope of the Ixia Test Pack – Network Intrusion Prevention System 

This test pack is concerned primarily with performance and stability/reliability testing. The following are 

considered out-of-scope for the Ixia Test Pack – Network Intrusion Prevention System: 

● Intrusion prevention policies 

● Attack evasion 

● Real-world traffic 

3.2 Traffic, Stability and Reliability Testing Metrics  

This document outlines the specific test names and parameters for each of the pre-built NSS tests that are 

provided as part of the test pack to support the NSS IPS test methodology.  Information is also included on how to 

run and score each test to evaluate the DUT. The tests are configured to provide a comprehensive array of 

performance metrics for the DUT, including:   

● Raw packet processing performance (UDP) 

● Latency (UDP) 

● Maximum capacity 

● HTTP capacity (with and without transaction delays) 

● Application average response time (HTTP) 

● Blocking under extended attack 

● Protocol fuzzing and mutation 

3.3 Setting up the IPS Tests  

3.3.1 Pre-built NSS IPS Tests  

The Ixia IPS Test Pack has been designed to run without requiring customization of specific tests. Once the specific 

physical environment (network neighborhood, interface, and DUT) has been set up, the tests are ready to be run 

and the specific names of the tests and the order to run are outlined in Test Set Description and Order on page 10.  

3.3.2 Elimination of False Positives 

Prior to running the IPS tests, critical attention must be given to the elimination of false positive alerts within the 

IPS console. These are false triggers of malicious events caused by legitimate traffic, and will render the test results 

unreliable unless eliminated. With IPS testing, the indication of false positives means that the DUT has filters 

and/or configuration settings that result in the device misidentifying pure test traffic coming from BreakingPoint as 

a potential threat.   
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A user can monitor two areas in order to discover the likelihood of false positives: 

● The Test Results Summary page within BreakingPoint. A significant or sudden unexplained variance in the 

BreakingPoint transmit rate “Tx (Mbps)” and receive rate “Rx (Mbps)” counters, along with anomalous log 

entries on the DUT itself, could be one possible indicator of false positives.   

● The IPS DUT itself. Look for alerts while running any of the tests in this test pack. 

NSS recommends that the user execute the Real World traffic blends, the HTTP-21kb Response Object and the UDP 

1514-byte tests to eliminate possible false positives. 

Once false positives have been identified, the DUT is ready to be tested with all the IPS Tests to be run and scored 

in the order provided in Section 4. 
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4 Test Set Description and Order 
The numbered tests below are the names of the pre-built tests found in BreakingPoint once this test pack has been 

installed. Each test is provided with multiple bandwidth settings.  Choose the test set that most closely matches 

the maximum performance of your IPS. Each test must be run in the order specified and the results for that 

specific test should be recorded on the sample scorecard provided in Appendix C: Combined Scorecard.    

Note: All TCP session statistics should be cleared from the DUT between every test. 

Raw Performance Testing with UDP Traffic and Latency Testing  

1. NSS IPS UDP 64-Byte Packets 

2. NSS IPS UDP 128-Byte Packets 

3. NSS IPS UDP 256-Byte Packets 

4. NSS IPS UDP 512-Byte Packets 

5. NSS IPS UDP 1024-Byte Packets 

6. NSS IPS UDP 1514-Byte Packets 

Maximum Capacity Testing 

7. NSS IPS Theoretical Maximum Concurrent TCP Connections 

8. NSS IPS Theoretical Maximum Concurrent TCP Connections With Data 

9. NSS IPS Maximum TCP Connections Per Second 

10. NSS IPS Maximum HTTP Connections Per Second 

11. NSS IPS Maximum HTTP Transactions Per Second 

HTTP Capacity With No Transaction Delays and Application Average Response Time (HTTP) 

12. NSS IPS 44-KB HTTP response size – 2,500 Connections Per Second 

13. NSS IPS 21-KB HTTP response size – 5,000 Connections Per Second  

14. NSS IPS 10-KB HTTP response size – 10,000 Connections Per Second 

15. NSS IPS 4.5-KB HTTP response size – 20,000 Connections Per Second 

16. NSS IPS 1.7-KB HTTP response size – 40,000 Connections Per Second 

HTTP Capacity with Transaction Delays and Application Average Response Time (HTTP) 

17. NSS IPS 21-KByte HTTP response with delay 

18. NSS IPS 10-KByte HTTP response with delay 

“Real World” Traffic 

19. “Real World” Protocol Mix (Enterprise Perimeter) 

20. “Real World” Protocol Mix (Financial) 

21. “Real World” Protocol Mix (Education) 
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22. “Real World” Protocol Mix (Datacenter) 

23. “Real World” Protocol Mix (US Mobile Carrier) 

24. “Real World” Protocol Mix (EU Mobile Carrier) 

Stability and Reliability Testing  

25. NSS IPS Attack Leakage 

Protocol Fuzzing and Mutation 

26. NSS IPS Protocol Fuzzing/Mutation All 

The IPS test pack also includes a collection of exploits gathered from the BreakingPoint Strike Packs and the 

BreakingPoint configuration file that executes the exploits. After running the performance tests above, the exploits 

test should be run. To execute the exploits test, load the configuration file NSS_IPS_PS8_Stability_72hr_fuzzer 

into your previously configured environment, and execute the test.  

Scoring of the Exploits section is straightforward. Exploits are scored on a simple pass/fail, with the failed test 

divided by the total number of exploits run. This method provides a percentage indicating the security 

effectiveness of the device under test. The primary value of the exploits test is that it allows you to identify 

weaknesses in the product, so you can better prepare for real world network attacks. 
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5 Performance 
This section details the performance tests and how to navigate the output results for the purposes of IPS 

benchmark evaluation and ongoing IPS management.  

There is a large amount of test result data that is output from running and saving all the tests necessary for proper 

IPS evaluation. This section examines the test results and how to score and evaluate the IPS. 

5.1 Test Set Description 

The numbered tests below are the names of the pre-built performance tests found in BreakingPoint once this test 

pack has been installed. Each test is provided with multiple bandwidth settings.  Choose the test set that most 

closely matches the maximum performance of your IPS. Each test must be run in the order specified and the 

results for that specific test should be recorded using the instructions in the rest of Section 4.  

5.2 UDP Raw Performance Testing and Latency Testing  

Ethernet data rates and latency are determined from the same tests and the same test reports.  Typically, Ethernet 

(UDP) output is found in Section 8.34.3, “Detail” and then under “Ethernet Data”. Once it is determined when the 

IPS failed (shown below in Figure 3), a user must track down the timestamp of failure and record the UDP data rate 

immediately before failure.  Once the raw UDP performance is determined, then latency can be determined.   

Follow these steps in sequence for data gathering and test scoring:  

1. Critical metrics for these tests (NSS IPS UDP 64-Byte Packets, NSS IPS UDP 128-Byte Packets, NSS IPS UDP 256-

Byte Packets, NSS IPS UDP 512-Byte Packets, NSS IPS UDP 1024-Byte Packets, and NSS IPS UDP 1514-Byte 

Packets) are as follows: 

a. Mbps (UDP data rates) 

b. Latency rate per millisecond 

2. “Ethernet Data Rates” is the category needed, and in this case is found in the test report under “Detail”.   

3. The two arrows indicate where the two graph lines of “Tx” and “Rx” begin to diverge. This is a visual indication 

(note second arrow pointing down) within the timestamp that the IPS began to fail. 

4. Note the “Timestamp” in this case is around 320 seconds. 
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Figure 3 – Ethernet (UDP) Data Rates 

5. Next, just below the previous graphic, within the same section, is the “Timestamp” table data. Scroll down to 

the correct spot (in the example below, notice the drop off after 321 seconds and record those rates). 

6. When the “Mbps” drops off from a previously held maximum is where the IPS failed (note the arrows below). 

In this case, the IPS failed at 327 seconds, having held a previous high traffic load of 997 Mbps @321 seconds. 

The actual UDP Raw Capacity is now calculated. 

 

 

Figure 4 – UDP Bandwidth Table @timestamp 

7. Next, using the same test report, a similar process is used to determine latency. 

8. “Frame Latency” is the category needed, and in this case it is found in the test report at Section 7.19.24.23. 

The previous table data revealed a timestamp @ 321 seconds of when the IPS was last operational. Note that 

data and timestamps will not perfectly match from category to category within the test report. However, in 

the case of the table data below, the arrows indicate where in the Table of Contents the data is found at the 

best timestamp of immediately prior to IPS failure. 
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  Figure 5 – Frame Latency Table @timestamp 

Note: the above table records timestamps using microseconds, so a conversion (divide by 1000) to 

milliseconds may be required. 

9. The Latency score is now determined by taking 90% of the timestamp (in this case 322 x .9 =  289.8), and 

recording the Latency value at that time stamp.  

10. Document results in the appropriate section of the Scorecard in Appendix C for each test. 

5.3 Maximum Capacity (Per-Second) Testing 

Maximum connections and maximum transactions (on a per-second basis) are determined with test result data 

from different sections of the respective test reports and utilize different methods for scoring and evaluation.  

As the testing is concerned with maximum performance of the IPS, the tests must run for the duration and the 

appropriate values gathered from the test report.  

Follow these steps in sequence for data gathering and test scoring:  

 Note: Follow these procedures for each component in the BreakingPoint test. 

1. Critical test metrics for these tests (NSS IPS Maximum TCP Connections Per Second, NSS IPS Maximum HTTP 

Connections Per Second, and NSS IPS Maximum HTTP Transactions Per Second) are: 

a. HTTP Capacity With No Transaction Delays 

b. Application Average Response Time: HTTP 

c. HTTP Capacity With Transaction Delays 

2. Run the test names in order and save each test report.  

3. Make sure to manually clear out the TCP connections and/or transactions tables from the IPS. 

4. What is needed is the exact timestamp when the IPS failed, and at the precise moment prior to failure is when 

the appropriate test metric is acquired. Stop the test when the Concurrent Flows value begins to rise abruptly 

and consistently. 

5. After the test has been stopped, open the Test Report and find Section 7.19.24.8 – Concurrent 

Flows.
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Figure 6 – Concurrent Flows Spike 

6. Identify the timestamp immediately prior to the rise in Concurrent Flows. 

 

Figure 7 – Concurrent Flows Spike Table View 

7. Multiply the timestamp by 90% in order to determine the timestamp that you will measure the connection 

rate. (Example: Failure at 321 seconds x 90% = 289 seconds.  Go to the 289-second timestamp and find the 

corresponding flow rate / connection rate.) This timestamp value is now found in Section 7.19.24.9 – Flow 

Rate. The timestamps may not match exactly between the two tables due to recording deltas and flow aging. 

The dropoff in concurrent flows will be easily found. 

 

Figure 8 – Dropoff in Concurrent Flows 

8. Record the value as Maximum TCP Connections Per Second. This value is also the Maximum HTTP Connections 

Per Second, as there is one HTTP connection per TCP connection.  
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5.4 Maximum Capacity Testing 

Maximum connections and maximum transactions are determined with test result data from different sections of 

the respective test reports and utilize different methods for scoring and evaluation.  

As the testing is concerned with maximum performance of the IPS, the tests must run for the duration and the 

appropriate values gathered from the test report.  

Follow these steps in sequence for data gathering and test scoring:  

1. Critical test metrics for these tests (NSS IPS Theoretical Maximum TCP Concurrent Connections and NSS IPS 

Theoretical Maximum TCP Concurrent Connections with Data) are: 

a. Raw number (without data) 

b. Raw number (with data) 

2. Run the test names in order and save each test report.  

3. Make sure to manually clear out the TCP connections and/or transactions tables from the IPS. 

4. “TCP Concurrent Connections” is the scored metric, and in this case is found in the test report within Section 

7.19.24.11 under “Detail”. 

5. When testing for Maximum Concurrent Connections, the best solution is to use the IPS in order to track the 

open connections. Once the IPS has ceased tracking new connections, it should either drop new incoming or 

begin to age existing connections, and this will be illustrated by the built-in connection tracking counters.  

6. If there is no means to track connections through the IPS, the BreakingPoint UI can be used to track them. As 

the test is running, the test status page tracks open and established connections. When the IPS ceases 

accepting new connections, the “Attempted” and “Open” connection trackers will diverge. The “Open” rate 

will stop advancing, while the “Attempted” rate will continue to climb at the requested load profile.  

7. Identify the timestamp at which either of these events happens first in Section 7.19.24.6 – Application 

Transaction Rates: 

● A connection is reset or 

● The establish rate falls behind the attempted rate 
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Figure 9 – Establish Rate Falling Behind Attempted Rate In Graph View 

 

Figure 10 –Establish Rate In Table View 

8. Fall back to the timestamp immediately prior to this failure. 

9. Find this timestamp in the table 7.19.24.8 – Concurrent Flows 

 

Figure 11 –Maximum Concurrent Flows 

10. This value is the Maximum Concurrent Flow. 

11. Prior to repeating the remaining TCP or HTTP maximum-connections tests, make sure to manually clear out 

the TCP connections and/or transactions tables from the IPS. 

12. Complete both tests and document results in the appropriate section of the Scorecard in Appendix C. 
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5.5 Maximum HTTP Capacity Testing 

Maximum capacity test metrics are determined with test result data from different sections of the respective test 

reports and utilize different methods for scoring and evaluation.  

As the testing is concerned with maximum performance of the IPS, the tests must run for the duration and the 

appropriate values gathered from the test report.  

Follow these steps in sequence for data gathering and test scoring:  

1. Critical test metrics for these tests (NSS IPS 44-KB HTTP response size – 2,500 Connections Per Second, NSS IPS 

21-KB HTTP response size – 5,000 Connections Per Second, NSS IPS 10-KB HTTP response size – 10,000 

Connections Per Second, NSS IPS 4.5-KB HTTP response size – 20,000 Connections Per Second, NSS IPS 1.7-KB 

HTTP response size – 40,000 Connections Per Second, NSS IPS 21-KByte HTTP response with delay, NSS IPS 

10-KByte HTTP response with delay) are: 

a. HTTP Capacity With No Transaction Delays 

b. Application Average Response Time: HTTP 

c. HTTP Capacity With Transaction Delays 

2. Run the test names in order and save each test report.  

3. Make sure to manually clear out the TCP connections and/or transactions tables from the IPS. 

4. What is needed is the exact timestamp when the IPS failed, and at the precise moment prior to failure is when 

the appropriate test metric is acquired. Stop the test when the Concurrent Flows value begins to spike. 

5. After the test has been stopped, open the Test Report and find Section 7.19.24.8 – Concurrent 

Flows.

 

Figure 12 – Concurrent Flows Spike 

6. Identify the timestamp immediately prior to the rise in Concurrent Flows. 
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Figure 13 – Concurrent Flows Spike Table View 

7. Multiply the timestamp by 90% in order to determine the timestamp that you will measure the connection 
rate.  (Example: Failure at 321 seconds x 90% = 289 seconds.  Go to the 289-second timestamp and find the 
corresponding flow rate / connection rate.) This timestamp value is now found in section 7.19.24.9 – Flow 
Rate. The timestamps may not match exactly between the two tables due to recording deltas and flow aging. 
The dropoff in concurrent flows will be easily found. 

8. Record the value as Maximum TCP Connections Per Second. 

9. The timestamp value determined in Step 6 is now multiplied by 90% in order to determine the timestamp that 

you will measure the (average) application response time.  

10. Find this timestamp in Section 7.19.24.7 – Application Response Time: HTTP. 

 

Figure 14 –Average Response Time 

11. Record this value as the Average Response Time. 

5.5.1 Testing with Delay 

Tests with delay are scored in much the same manner as without delay, with the following difference: 

If an HTTP transaction failure occurs before the Maximum Connection Rate determined above, then the time 

stamp is determined from immediately before the failure in Section 7.19.24.5.1 – Application Transactions: HTTP.  

Flow Rate is then determined exactly as above.  If they meet or exceed the value found without delay, then the 

same value is used. 

5.6 Real-World Traffic Mix Performance 

For each real-world data mix that was run, follow this procedure to determine data rate. 

1. Each test should be stopped when a transaction failure occurs, Maximum Data Rate is achieved, or the Data 
Rate plateaus. 

2. Find the timestamp prior to where the transaction failure occurred (7.20.26.5 – Application Transactions 
(Failures), or the max data rate occurred. 

3. Find that timestamp in Section 8.7.5.3 – Ethernet Data Rates, and record the value in Receive Rate column. 
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6 Stability and Reliability Testing 
Critical test metrics for these tests are: 

● Pass / Fail for Duration 

● Time to fail or Duration 

● Fail Open or Fail Close 

Stability and Reliability are determined in a much simpler manner than the previous tests. Primarily, test scoring is 

based on whether the IPS blocked what it was supposed to block and remained operational. For all tests regarding 

stability and reliability testing, the tests must run for the duration of 8 to 72 hours.  

Follow these next steps in sequence for data gathering and test scoring: 

1. Run the NSS_IPS_PS8_10G_Stability_Attack_leakage test from the test pack. 

2. At various points throughout the test (including after the maximum has been reached), confirm that the IPS is 
still capable of blocking traffic which is in violation of the currently applied security policy, while confirming 
that legitimate traffic is not blocked. The IPS needs to be able to apply policy decisions effectively based on 
inspected traffic at all load levels.  Any traffic that passes through the device in violation of the IPS policy is an 
immediate fail. 

3. After the test has completed, the following test results can be determined from both BreakingPoint and IPS 
logs/reports. 

a. BLOCKING UNDER EXTENDED ATTACK 

The IPS is exposed to a constant stream of security policy violations over an extended period of time. 
The device is configured to block and alert, and thus this test provides an indication the effectiveness 
of both the blocking and alert handling mechanisms. 

A continuous stream of security policy violations mixed with legitimate traffic is transmitted through 
the device at a maximum of 100 Mbps for 8 hours with no additional background traffic. This is not 
intended as a stress test in terms of traffic load, as covered in the previous section. It is merely a 
reliability test in terms of consistency of blocking performance. 

The device is expected to remain operational and stable throughout this test, and to block 100% of 
recognizable violations, raising an alert for each. If any recognizable policy violations are passed – 
caused by either the volume of traffic or the sensor failing open for any reason – this will result in a 
FAIL. 

b. PASSING LEGITIMATE TRAFFIC UNDER EXTENDED ATTACK 

During the test, the external interface of the device is exposed to a constant stream of exploits over 
an extended period of time. 

The device is expected to remain operational and stable throughout this test, and to pass most/all of 
the legitimate traffic. If an excessive amount of legitimate traffic is blocked throughout this test – 
caused by either the volume of traffic or the IPS failing for any reason – this will result in a FAIL. 

c. Attack Blocking – Normal Load 

This test determines if the IPS is able to detect and block policy violations as the number of open 
sessions reaches 75% of the maximum determined in Maximum Concurrent TCP Connections. To 
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perform this test, run NSS_IPS_PS8_10G_Stability_Attack_leakage. For this test to be considered a 
PASS, the device must continue to detect and block all of the attacks up to the 75% level. 

d. State Preservation – Normal Load 

This test determines if the sensor maintains the state of pre-existing sessions as the number of open 
sessions reaches 75% of the maximum determined in Test #Error! Reference source not found. – NSS 
IPS Theoretical Maximum Concurrent TCP Connections. To perform this test, run 
NSS_IPS_PS8_10G_Stability_Attack_leakage.  For this test to be considered a PASS, the device must 
maintain the state of all connections up to the 75% level.   

The first step in this test is to run an exploit and confirm it fails to violate the IPS policy.  Next, the 
exploit is broken into two pieces, where first half of the exploit is sent and then concurrent sessions 
are established. Once the 75% threshold has been achieved, the second half of the attack is sent (as 
part of the same session).  If both halves of the exploit successfully reach the target, the device failed 
to properly maintain state.  

e. Pass Legitimate Traffic – Normal Load 

This test ensures that the IPS continues to pass legitimate traffic as the number of open sessions 
reaches 75% of the maximum determined Test #Error! Reference source not found. – NSS IPS 
Theoretical Maximum Concurrent TCP Connections.  To perform this test, run 
NSS_IPS_PS8_10G_Stability_Attack_leakage.  For this test to be considered a PASS, the device must 
continue to pass all legitimate traffic up to the 75% level, while continuing to detect and block the 
attacks. 

f. State Preservation – Maximum Exceeded 

This test determines if the IPS maintains the state of pre-existing sessions as the number of open 
sessions exceed the maximum determined in Test #Error! Reference source not found. – NSS IPS 
Theoretical Maximum Concurrent TCP Connections.  To perform this test, run 
NSS_IPS_PS8_10G_Stability_Attack_leakage.  For this test to be considered a PASS, the device must 
maintain the state of all connections up to the maximum. 

The first step in this test is to run an exploit and confirm it fails to violate the IPS policy.  Next, the 
exploit is broken into two pieces, where first half of the exploit is sent and then concurrent sessions 
are established. Once the 100% threshold has been achieved and the IPS starts dropping new 
connections the second half of the attack is sent (as part of the same session).  If both halves of the 
exploit successfully reach the target, the device failed to properly maintain state.  

g. Drop Legitimate Traffic – Maximum Exceeded 

This test ensures that the IPS continues to drop all traffic as the number of open sessions exceed the 
maximum determined in Test #Error! Reference source not found. – NSS IPS Theoretical Maximum 
Concurrent TCP Connections.  To perform this test, run NSS_IPS_PS8_10G_Stability_Attack_leakage.  
For this test to be considered a PASS, the device must cease passing legitimate traffic (fail closed) 
once the maximum has been exceeded. 

 Note: If an IPS allows traffic to “leak” due to the way it expires old connections, the result will be an 
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automatic fail for the entire test. 

6.1 Protocol Fuzzing and Mutation 

Critical test metrics for these tests are: 

● Pass / Fail for Duration 

● Time to fail or Duration 

● Fail Open or Fail Close 

Protocol fuzzing and mutation are determined in a much simpler manner than the previous performance and 

capacity tests. Primarily, test scoring is based on whether the IPS blocked what it was supposed to block, remained 

operational, or “Failed Closed” versus “Failed Open”. For all tests regarding protocol fuzzing and mutation testing, 

the tests must run for the duration of 8 to 72 hours.  IPSs enforce the separation of networks.  Therefore should 

the IPS fail/crash for any reason it must fail so that no traffic passes through the device (that is, “Fail Closed”). 

Follow these next steps in sequence for data gathering and test scoring:  

1. Run the test named NSS_IPS_PS8_10G_Stability_72hr_Fuzzer.  

2.  “Page 1” will reflect pass or fail on the summary page, but there is more data within the report that may be 

useful in providing more insight into the IPS sensor and its limitations. Under “Synopsis” and “Summary” the 

test results for these tests are “Pass / Fail”. 

 

Figure 10 – Protocol Fuzzer Summary 

  Note: The BreakingPoint report may report a FAIL based on a loss of pings during the test.  It is NSS 

Labs’ policy that the device will PASS if it is still up and passing traffic at the end of the 72-hour test. 

3. Document results in the appropriate section of the Scorecard in Appendix C. 
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7 Best Practices 
● The early elimination of false positives during testing is critical. Until these are cleared (by monitoring the DUT 

attack and system logs, attack filters, etc.,) continuation of testing may produce inaccurate results. 

● When upgrading BreakingPoint to the latest UI version, each test that you have previously created or 

purchased (.bpt files) must be checked for accuracy, paying close attention to the ramp rate of each test. Ixia 

may recommend exporting, deleting, and reimporting the tests with each upgrade to the BreakingPoint 

PerfectStorm chassis.  Confirm all tests are configured properly based on byte size of packet with the overall 

capacity of the DUT sensor, or the test will ramp too slowly and fail due to either: too much time to maximize 

traffic; or a ramp time that is too quick and is perceived as a potential flood attack. 

● Consistency of network, DUT(s), and test components is critical to ensuring proper scoring and evaluation. 
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8 Frequently Asked Questions 

The following FAQs are organized by general topic and then by specific questions for quick navigation: 

Purpose of the Test 

● What is the purpose of this test? 

o To effectively understand and manage IPS for proper protection.   

Physical Setup 

● What is the chassis? 

o The chassis refers to the physical Ixia PerfectStorm device and the ports for each card that must be 

configured to the DUT prior to testing. 

The BreakingPoint User Interface 

● Why can’t I find my Network Neighborhood? 

o The Network Neighborhood for the Ixia test packs is encrypted, and cannot be accessed or changed. 

● Why am I having problems with my browser when using BreakingPoint? 

o It is recommended that you clear the browser cache prior to running BreakingPoint tests. 

● Where do I input our specific IP addresses for the test? 

o Under Network Neighborhood. 

Understanding Test Interfaces 

● What is a “Test Interface”? 

o Each test interface in the Network Neighborhood corresponds to a data port on the chassis. When 

you add an interface to a Network Neighborhood, the system will automatically number the interface 

based on the order in which it was added. If you delete any of the interfaces, the system will 

automatically re-sequence the interfaces. The succeeding interfaces (following the deleted interface) 

will be renumbered to the preceding interface’s value (e.g., “6” will become “5”) 

● How do I add a Test Interface? 

o Select Control Center > Network Neighborhood from the Menu bar. 

o Select a Network Neighborhood from the Network Neighborhoods list. 

o Click the Add Row button. 

Understanding Ports 

● What are port mappings? 

o Port mappings map ports on the BreakingPoint to an interface in the Network Neighborhood. 

● What is the purpose behind port mappings? 

o Port mappings allow you to virtually “rewire” your port connections without having to physically 
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enter the lab to do it yourself. 

Port Reservations 

● Do I have to reserve ports in order to run a test? 

o Yes. You must have locked port reservations if you want to run a test. If you are running a test that 

uses a non-VLAN Network Neighborhood, then you must lock at least two port reservations. 

However, if you are running a test that uses a VLAN-enabled Network Neighborhood, then you only 

need one locked port reservation. 

● What is the difference between a locked port reservation and a regular port reservation? 

o A locked port reservation provides you with the ability to run tests and export packet buffers from 

the ports. A regular port reservation simply reserves the port under your account; no other users can 

use these ports, however, there’s not much you can do with these ports until you have locked the 

reservation on them. To lock a port’s reservation, simply click on the port. All ports that have locked 

reservations under your account will have a key icon displayed over them. 

● Another user has a slot reserved. How can I reserve those ports for myself? 

o If you click on a reserved port, the system will ask you if you would like to force reserve the port. If 

you click Yes, the system will reserve all ports on that slot under your account, while lock reserving 

the port you clicked on. 

● What is the difference between a port that has a lock icon and a port that has a key icon? 

o A port that has a lock icon has been reserved by another user. A port that has a key icon is reserved 

by you. 

Port Settings 

● For the BPS-10K and BPS-1K, I was able to manually set the port speed. Can I manually set the port speed for 

the BreakingPoint? 

o Yes. From the Device Status screen, you can right-click on a port and select Configure Port. From 

here, you can select a port speed that is available from the Speed Settings drop-down box. 

● Question: Can I change the port mappings? 

o Yes, you can change the port mappings from the Device Status screen. First, select the Active Group 

whose ports you want to modify, and then click on the Open port mapping options button. From this 

screen, you use the drop-down buttons located under each interface to change the port/slot 

mapping. 

● Why is [RUN] or [SAVE and RUN] not working? 

o It is possible the port pairs/Interfaces on the chassis are not setup properly. 

● Why is my test failing while it is running before it has finished? 

o The first indicator of a failed test is the DUT is firing false positives as soon as the tests begin to run. 

● What are the main items to monitor during my IPS Test that I should monitor? 

o Monitor the “Summary” Tab and monitor “Tx” and “Rx” to note the absence of False Positives and 
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that traffic is actually running into the DUT. 

● Why does “Interface” error keep popping up when I run a test? 

o Within Network Neighborhood, EVEN FOR PRE-DEFINED and SAVED TESTS, one must also double 

check the Interface in order for NULL / full / real values and parameters to be established which 

would prevent the test from properly running.   

● How do I find my test results? 

o After a test is run, there will be a pop-up for quick results. However, the test report will be an icon for 

a PDF at the top right of the final page/screen of the test. 

● How can I tell if my TEST is failing versus my DUT is failing? 

o Connect the BreakingPoint chassis in “back to back” mode such that the sending interface is 

connected to the receiving interface with no product in the middle.  Rerun the test and confirm it 

meets the objectives defined. If it does not, please contact Ixia support to confirm the modifications 

you have performed have not broken the test.  If the test meets the objectives, then the DUT is 

failing. 

Reporting Questions 

● How is a flow defined? 

o A flow includes both UDP and TCP flows. 

● What is the difference between a flow and a connection? 

o In the report, a flow is counted when a packet is sent on a particular 5-tuple, regardless of whether 

an actual TCP connection is established or not. A connection, on the other hand, is counted only 

when a finishing handshake has created a new connection. 

● Do you track UDP connections? 

o No. Since UDP flows are stateless, only statistics for UDP flows are posted. 

● Can I e-mail test reports to myself? 

o Yes. If you go to the Administration area and select the My Preferences tab, you will see an option 

called Email Test Results. If you enable this option and then select a format from the Default Report 

Format drop-down menu, the system will email the report to you. 

● What is the difference between connections per second (cps) and sessions per second (sps)? 

o Connections per second refers to only the rate at which sessions are opened. Sessions per second 

refer to the rate at which sessions are opened, data is sent, and closed. 

● Why does the Traffic Overview section of the report for my RFC 2544 test show that it has received slow start 

packets at every data rate? 

o BreakingPoint will send slow start packets in the reverse direction to the DUT for each iteration, 

enabling the DUT to identify the MAC addresses used by BreakingPoint. 

● I am trying to view several multi-box reports at once; however, after I open five reports, my browser will not 

load any additional reports. Is there a limitation on the number of reports I can have open? 
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o There are no limitations on the number of reports you can have open; however, the number of 

reports you can view at a time may be restricted by the web browser you are using. Therefore, we 

recommend that you do not open more than five multi-box test reports at a time. If you experience 

any problems after you have attempted to open multiple reports, you should log out of the Control 

Center and log back in again. 

● Why is my report missing the Ethernet Data Rates section? 

o Either the test duration was not long enough or there were not enough frames transmitted for the 

Ethernet Data Rate to be calculated. To get results for the Ethernet Data Rate, try increasing the 

duration of the test (either in frames or in seconds). 

● What e-mail server is used to send our reports? 

o BreakingPoint will act as a mail server. It retrieves the IP address of the SMTP server via DNS. It will 

use the DNS server and hostname you specified during the initial configuration of the system. 

o To see what your DNS server and hostname settings are, telnet to the chassis. After you log into the 

box, use the networkInfo command to display the network configuration for the BreakingPoint. 

o To edit the network information, use the updateNetwork command and any of the following options: 

hostname <dhcp hostname>, -ip <IPaddress>, -netmask <netmask>, -gateway <gateway IP address>, -

dns1 <DNS server>, -dns2 <DNS server>, and -dns3 <DNS server>. 

Test Questions 

● How many tests can I run concurrently? 

o The number of tests that you can run concurrently depends on the number of ports you have on your 

BreakingPoint. For example, if your BreakingPoint has 8 ports, you can run 8 tests at a time; if you 

have 16 ports, then 16 tests can run simultaneously. 

● How do I run a test without saving the changes I have made to the test? 

o You can run a test without saving your changes by selecting Test > Run from the Menu bar. However, 

after you run the test, you can click the Edit button on the Real-Time Statistics window to return to 

the saved version of the test. Any changes that you made prior to running the test will be restored to 

their saved settings. 

● How can I delay the start of a test component? 

o Each component has a parameter called Delay Start that enables you to delay the start of a test 

component by the time specified. This parameter is measured in seconds and supports floating 

values. 

● I am trying to run a test, but the run functionality is disabled. Why is this happening? 

o The ports you are trying to use are in use by another user. You may want to remap your ports on the 

Device Status page, or wait until the user has finished using the ports. This can also occur if you do 

not have any ports reserved. Functionality can also become disabled if the test you are attempting to 

run is invalid due to oversubscribing (for example, if you are attempting to run a 10 Gb test on a 1 Gb 

blade). 
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Test Component Questions 

● Can components be run at the same time? 

o All test components can be executed with a single test. Tests can contain multiple occurrences of a 

test component, but bandwidth and hardware resources will affect the number and type of test 

components that can be added to a test. 

● How many occurrences of each test type of component does a test support? 

o Session Sender, Application Simulator, and Recreate support up to 8 components per test. Security 

and Stack Scrambler support 4 components per chassis. Bit Blaster and Routing Robot support up to 4 

components per port. 
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9 Appendix A: Change Log 

Document Revision Date Changes/Comments 

1.0 January 14, 2015 Original Test Pack Draft 

1.2 February 12, 2015 Added Appendix for list of Exploits included. 

1.3 March 13, 2015 Updated Performance section 

1.4 June 18, 2015 Edited introduction sections. 

1.5 Oct. 1, 2015 Updated .bpt file names 
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10 Appendix B: About This Test  
Test Name:  Ixia Test Pack – Network Intrusion Prevention System 1.0 

Test Create Date:  February 20, 2014 

BreakingPoint Details: Ixia BreakingPoint PerfectStorm software version 3.4.0, Product Build 229623, (ATI 

228494).  
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11 Appendix C: Combined Scorecard  
Performance   

Vendor Claimed Performance   

Raw Packet Processing Performance (UDP Traffic) Mbps 

64 Byte Packets 0  

128 Byte Packets 0  

256 Byte Packets 0  

512 Byte Packets 0  

1024 Byte Packets 0  

1514 Byte Packets 0  

Raw Packet Processing Performance (UDP Traffic) IPV6   

64 Byte Packets 0  

128 Byte Packets 0  

256 Byte Packets 0  

512 Byte Packets 0  

1024 Byte Packets 0  

1514 Byte Packets 0  

Latency - UDP Microseconds 

64 Byte Packets 0 

128 Byte Packets 0 

256 Byte Packets 0 

512 Byte Packets 0 

1024 Byte Packets 0 

1514 Byte Packets 0 

Maximum Capacity   

Theoretical Max. Concurrent TCP Connections 0 

Theoretical Max. Concurrent TCP Connections w/Data 0 

Maximum TCP Connections Per Second 0 

Maximum HTTP Connections Per Second 0 

Maximum HTTP Transactions Per Second 0 

HTTP Capacity With No Transaction Delays   

2,500 Connections Per Second – 44Kbyte Response 0 

5,000 Connections Per Second – 21Kbyte Response 0 

10,000 Connections Per Second – 10Kbyte Response 0 

20,000 Connections Per Second – 4.5Kbyte Response 0 

40,000 Connections Per Second – 1.7Kbyte Response 0 

Application Average Response Time - HTTP (at 90% Max 
Load) Milliseconds 

2.500 Connections Per Second – 44Kbyte Response 0.0 

5,000 Connections Per Second – 21Kbyte Response 0.0 

10,000 Connections Per Second – 10Kbyte Response 0.0 

20,000 Connections Per Second – 4.5Kbyte Response 0.0 

40,000 Connections Per Second – 1.7Kbyte Response 0.0 

HTTP CPS & Capacity With Transaction Delays   

21 Kbyte Response With Delay 0 

10 Kbyte Response With Delay 0 

“Real World” Traffic Mbps 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Enterprise Perimeter) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Financial) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Education) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Datacenter) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (US Mobile Carrier) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (EU Mobile Carrier) 0 
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“Real World” TrafficIPV6 Mbps 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Enterprise Perimeter) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Financial) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Education) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (Datacenter) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (US Mobile Carrier) 0 

“Real World” Protocol Mix (EU Mobile Carrier) 0 

Stability & Reliability   

Blocking Under Extended Attack PASS / FAIL 

Passing Legitimate Traffic Under Extended Attack PASS / FAIL 

Behavior Of The State Engine Under Load PASS / FAIL 

Attack Detection/Blocking - Normal Load PASS / FAIL 

State Preservation - Normal Load PASS / FAIL 

Pass Legitimate Traffic - Normal Load PASS / FAIL 

State Preservation - Maximum Exceeded PASS / FAIL 

Drop Traffic - Maximum Exceeded PASS / FAIL 

Protocol Fuzzing & Mutation PASS / FAIL 

 


